STAR WARS
PIN
BY STERN PINBALL

DIMENSIONS:
BOXED: H: 56" • W: 31" • D: 31" • 280 LBS
UNBOXED: H: 70" • W: 28" • D: 53" • 220 LBS
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Made in USA
**Main Attractions**
- Genuine Stern Pinball gameplay featuring sounds, music, and video based on the original film trilogy
- Commercial-quality flippers, 3 pop bumpers, slingshots, metal ramps and rails, 3 drop targets, opto spinner, ball locks, LCD display

**Additional Features**
- 2 steel ramps: the left ramp launches the ball into the interactive molded Death Star
- Traditional full size translite
- HD LCD display for game scores, movie clips and animations
- LED playfield lights
- Pinball plunger and auto-launch feature

**Game Features**
- Spell F-O-R-C-E to assemble the Rebels and increase your score in the battle to destroy the Death Star
- 3D molded TIE fighter and Death Star
- 4 unique multiballs
- Complete missions including Princess Leia, Han Solo, Luke Skywalker, and R2-D2
- Iconic lines from the original trilogy characters
- R2-D2 ball lock creates "steal your opponent's multiball" strategy in multi-player games
- Passive R2-D2 two ball lock feature enables
- R2-D2 multiball with Add-A-Ball target
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